
THE LIFE AND EARLY WORKS OF LEONARDO DA VINCI

Leonardo da Vinci was a Renaissance artist and engineer, known for Da Vinci's most famous works include the
â€œVitruvian Man,â€• â€œThe Last.

His opinions on architecture, mathematics, engineering, science, and human anatomy, as well as his
philosophy on art, painting, drawing, and humanism presented intelligence so profound that he became
recognized as a true genius. Leonardo wrote a letter to Ludovico, describing his engineering and painting skill.
Old age From September to , Leonardo spent much of his time living in the Belvedere in the Vatican in Rome,
where Raphael and Michelangelo were both active at the time. Perhaps fifteen of his paintings survive, the
small number due to his constant, and frequently disastrous, experimentation with new techniques, and his
chronic procrastination. Leonardo was the oldest of 12 siblings and his family never treated his illegitimacy as
a stigma. His father had married a sixteen-year-old girl named Albiera, who loved Leonardo but died young.
On close examination, the painting reveals much that has been painted or touched up over the tempera using
the new technique of oil paint, the landscape, the rocks that can be seen through the brown mountain stream
and much of the figure of Jesus bearing witness to the hand of Leonardo. With Ludovico Sforza overthrown,
Leonardo, with his assistant Salai and friend, the mathematician Luca Pacioli, fled Milan for Venice, where he
was employed as a military architect and engineer, devising methods to defend the city from naval attack. It
has been said that his drawings of the human body are less about how bodies are and more about how they
work. By the s Leonardo had already been described as a "Divine" painter. He discovered a cave and was both
terrified that some great monster might lurk there, and driven by curiosity to find out what was inside.
Verrocchio, who had learned his craft under the master Donatello , was the officially recognized sculptor for
the Medici family, the rulers of Italy during this era. Later in the year, Leonardo produced another map for his
patron, one of Chiana Valley , Tuscany, so as to give his patron a better overlay of the land and greater
strategic position. These paintings are famous for a variety of qualities that have been much imitated by
students and discussed at great length by connoisseurs and critics. Leonardo began to paint the scene but was
called back to Milan before the work was completed. Within only a few decades, much of the painting had
flaked away from the wall in its location at the Santa Maria del Grazie convent. It is indicative of his father's
influence in the city that Leonardo was able to begin his apprenticeship in such a prestigious art studio. The
picture utilizes a pyramidal arrangement common of High Renaissance artists, although Leonardo's perfection
of anatomical movement and fluidity elevates the figures with a sense of realistic motion. By this same month,
Leonardo had begun working on a portrait of Lisa del Giocondo â€”the model of the Mona Lisa , [58] [59]
which he would continue working on until his twilight years. It was during this period that he not only created
his most famous piece of art work, but also possibly one of the most well known, and the most famous pieces
of art work which has ever been crafted in the world, The Mona Lisa. The same is true of the accuracy of his
anatomical drawings, investigations into blood circulation, topography, and other mechanical engineering
marvels which include the mitred lock, his contribution to accurate time-keeping, or the bobbin winder which
had an immediate impact on local industry at the time. It may be surmised that at this point in his life and
career, Leonardo was finally able to live discreetly as a gay man, his accomplishments and acclaim providing
a safe shelter from the kind of traumatic and punitive stigmatizing he experienced in his younger years. In
January , he was part of a committee formed to recommend where Michelangelo's statue of David should be
placed. He sketched his observations on loose sheets of papers and pads that he tucked inside his belt. Author
Angela Ottino della Chiesa identified some of the paintings derived to some degree from the work including
Holy Family and St. Leonardo appears to have had no close relationships with women except for his
friendship with Cecilia Gallerani and the two Este sisters, Beatrice and Isabella. After French forces overran
Milan in â€” and shot the clay model to pieces â€” da Vinci fled the city along with the duke and the Sforza
family. In , Leonardo was in Florence sorting out a dispute with his brothers over the estate of his father, who
had died in  However, most of Leonardo's scientific observations remained unproven until the same questions
were again investigated in later centuries. He believed studying science made him a better artist. His brothers
received land, and his serving woman received a fur-lined cloak.


